
ON THE CIRCLE METHOD OF SUMMATION
OF A CAUCHY PRODUCT SERIES1
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1. Concerning the Euler summability of a Cauchy product series

Knopp [l; 2] proved the theorems of Abel's and Mertens' type, and

later Hara [3] proved the theorem of Cauchy's type. Here the Euler

means of a sequence {sn} depend on a parameter r, and are defined

by the transform

o-n(r) = o-n = ¿ ( n ) r'(i - r)»->sr,        n = 0, 1, 2, • • • .

„=o \ v /

We assume 0<r^l, in which case the summation method is regular

[2]. The case r=l corresponds to the ordinary convergence. We de-

note this method of summation by (e, r).

On the other hand the circle means of a sequence | s„} depend on

a parameter r and are defined by the transform

* * ^v /  V\    n+l. r-n

<Tn(r) = o-„ =  2-, I        )r      (I-'')      *"> »   = 0, 1, 2, • • • .
v=n \ n J

Here we assume 0<r^l, in which case the summation is regular

also. We denote this method of summation by (7, r).

The relations between («, r)-method and (7, r)-method are studied

by Meyer-König [4], Vermes [S; 6], Ramanujan [7; 8] and the

author [9].
The purpose of this short note is to show that the theorems of

Abel's and Mertens' and Cauchy's type all hold for the (7, r)-method

of summation.

2. When a series 2^°=o an is given, let sn, « = 0, 1, 2, • • • , be the

partial sums of this series. If the sequence {sn} is summable by

(7, r)-method to A, then we shall say that

00

Y^an = A(y, r).
n=0

This is the same as
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£ an = A,
n—0

where

al = Ë( "Vi1 ~ f)' "a" M=0> !. 2, • • • (see [2]).
r=n \ » /

If 2an converges absolutely to A, then we shall say that

Y,a„ = Ai\ 7, r\ ).

Furthermore if series ^an and 23¿»„ are given, then we shall denote

that

cv =   ¿_j amb„, p = 0, 1, 2,
m+n=p

Here we have the next four theorems.

Theorem 1. // XX = ̂ (y, r), 2i>„ = 5(7, r) and XX = C(7, r),
¿Äe»

^5 = C.

Theorem 2. 7/ 2an = -rl(|7, r|) and YJ>n = Biy, r), then

Z c„ = C(7, r),    and    C = AB.

Theorem 3. // ^an = Ai\y, r\) and ^,bn = Bi\y, r\), then

X)cn = C(|7, r\),    and   C = AB.

Theorem 4. If ^an = Aiy, r) and ^2bn = Biy, r), then

2>n = ABiy, r;C,\)

in the sense that the (7, r) transform of ^,c„ is Cesàro (C, 1) summable

to AB.

Proof. Let

CO

fix) = 2 amxm,
m=0

and x = \—r-\-ry; then

>"(*) = Z) «».C1 - ' + ry)n - Z)-:— (ry)m =Z<i.y,
m—0 m-0 »î! m-0
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since

*     /    (1 - r)   m
am =-r .

>    ml

Similarly we get

g(x) = 2 °nxn = ¿Z bny,

Hx) = ¿2 cpxP = £ cpy,

and

/(*)g(x) = *(*),

for small x and y, (see [2]). Hence

Z* *      *amon = cp.
m+n=p

On the other hand for the series ^jtm> £&* and 2C* we know the

classical Abel, Mertens, Cauchy theorems and so on, (see [2, Theorems

160,161,162,184]).
Thus the proofs of Theorem 1, 2 and 3 are complete.

Professor M. S. Ramanujan advised me to add Theorem 4. I wish

to express my hearty thanks to him.
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